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Learn how to find your personal interior design style and set up your space to match with this

guide from the lifestyle and home décor magazine.Lonny Magazine is the ultimate online

destination for interiors inspiration. With chapters that help you meditate on your space, go on

a home cleanse, find unique decor pieces that speak to you, transform raw inspiration into

actual design solutions, and continue to grow your space over time, The Lonny Home is a

beautiful book that demystifies stylish living, as well as encourages you to cultivate home

habits that give your happiness and health a boost.Peppered with house tours of real-life

homeowners and advice from celebrated experts in diverse walks of life, The Lonny Home will

provide you with hands-on information for solving some of our homes’ most common problems

—like lack of light and all that clutter—as well as fun ways to brighten your space with tabletop

vignettes, shelfies, gallery walls, and more. With sage text penned by stylist and influencer

Sean Santiago, you’ll learn how to re-envision your environment so it survives the trends and

becomes an attractive sanctuary—no matter your personal style and where you are in your

life.Brimming with charming illustrations and exquisite interiors photography (both freshly

commissioned and from the magazine’s vault), The Lonny Home is more than a book of the

latest decor ideas—it is a journey in how your home can better reflect and support you in all

that you do, and an art object you’ll want to give a permanent place on your coffee table as

decor itself.
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IntroductionHomes are personal. They’re where we seek refuge fromthe constant bustle of the

outside world; where we setaside the masks we put on for others and allow ourselvesto just be.

They are sanctuaries where we nurture ourfamilies, build our relationships, and experience our

mostprivate moments of joy and grief.At Lonny, we have always felt honored to be invited

intopeople’s homes. A lot (and we do mean a lot) of amazingspaces come across our desks

every day. But, what is itthat really makes a home stand out?For us, it’s authenticity—that

feeling that an owner haseschewed all the rules of “good” decorating and insteadcrafted a

space that’s uniquely perfect for them. It’slooking at a home and knowing that every piece

hasbeen mindfully placed and has meaning for the personwho lives there. Maybe it’s an old

relic passed alongfrom family, a flea-market find the person couldn’t livewithout, or an art

collection that reflects a life’s journey.It all just makes sense. Even if it doesn’t.And after years

of curating gorgeous homes online, wewanted to take the next step with this book and helpyou

cultivate spaces that reflect everything you are andeverything you hope to be.

SO, HOW SHOULD YOU USE THIS BOOK?Listen, we don’t want to tell you how to decorate.



We’re here to be your partnerand guide you through a journey of discovering what truly matters

to you — inyour home and in your life. We’ve laid out this path to cultivating your mostauthentic

home with these guideposts in mind:ReflectLet goExploreActivateEvolve(and then repeat as

often as you like)Every chapter will feature memorable Lonny homes that really showcase

theethos of each chapter. We’ve also sought out advice from inspirational figureswho offer

refreshing perspectives on maintaining personal creativity in a worldfueled by changing trends

and commercialism. And every chapter also has somenitty-gritty practical advice you can

immediately apply to your home.We hope that at the end of this book, you can take a deep

breath and approachyour home with fresh eyes. Maybe even find new meaning and

consideration foryour belongings, layout, or even the problem areas your home may have.

Wehope to help you learn to truly love your space and cultivate the kind of energythat is

important to you. Because we are all on a path, and our homes shouldreflect our journeys. So

let’s get started on making your home your haven.xoAngela Tafoya, Editorial DirectorJill

Slattery, Chief Content Officer

CHAPTER ONEMeditating onYour Space

If the current vogue for wellness is any indication, our lives could all use a little moreR&R:

reflection and relaxation. With so much “noise” infiltrating our spaces—fromheadspace to living

space—it makes sense that our interior lives, like our interiorsthemselves, are in need of some

rearranging. nd we don’t mean just scooting a vase to the left or hanging a printa bit lower—we

mean initiating a fundamental shift in energies andacknowledging the ways they affect us. To

that end, this chapter isAall about exploring your home as an extension of your mind space.It’s

no news that architecture and interior design influence our mood—wedidn’t end up with feng

shui and a whole industry dedicated to colorforecasting without first having a hunch that

aesthetics can impact ourpsyches. Neuroscience has chimed in too, demonstrating, for

instance, thatrooms with high ceilings lead to greater creativity, increasing our capacityfor

abstract thought, while more constrained spaces might be best for tasksthat require intense

focus, according to a study at the Carlson School ofManagement. We even know that the

hippocampus—that teeny part of thebrain that governs long- and short-term memory, as well

as navigation—isuniquely attuned to the symmetry and flow in the spaces we call

home.Another thing we’ve learned from science? Stress is bad for us. For thisreason, you

should make every effort to ensure that your home is a reprievefrom the things that stress you

out, whether that’s the news cycle or thechallenge of managing your own time. It can help to

remember that ourhomes also have to work for us—think of them as well-oiled machines

thathelp us stay organized and ready for the day. With information moving atthe speed of light,

it’s more important than ever to set boundaries and clarifywhat you need and want from your

environment. Meditating on your spaceis how you’ll get there. (Don’t worry, there’s no chanting

involved!)Meditating on your space means nothing less than asking yourself whoyou are and

how you want to live. Our goal is to help you embrace yourinspirations and harness your

passions to create an oasis that feels personaland authentic. Meditation in this sense isn’t a

passive act of escapism, but anempowering act of intention. Here are a few things to keep in

mind whenyou decide to sit down and do it.18THE LONNY HOME

ASK YOURSELF CLARIFYING QUESTIONSYour home should be a space that facilitates

action—that supports you in all the thingsyou do there. You don’t need to be a professional

organizer or an interior designer toinvestigate how each of your rooms can help you lead a



smarter, healthier life. Try firstidentifying the pain points in your daily routine. If you feel distress

getting out of thehouse every morning, take a look at the role your space plays in that anxiety—

you mayhave a chaotic closet or disordered entryway working against you. Or perhaps

yourarely make a meal even though you like cooking; a straight-up joyless kitchen may bethe

culprit. Then flip the question around: Which spaces in your home make life morepleasurable?

Which make you tackle tasks with vigor? Which do you enjoy sharingwith others? Take a

moment to linger in those spots and identify their root magic.ENVISION NEW

POSSIBILITIESSince your home is an extension of yourself, it’s important to make time to

investigateits potential. Pause for a moment and—in your mind’s eye—move everything out,

takingyour home back to the blank slate it was when you first moved in. Then visualizethe life

you want to lead there. See yourself waking up and going through the day inthose rooms, and

think about how those empty spaces could be configured to makelife sweeter. Don’t worry

about Pinterest or money or whether you keep your grand-mother’s armoire. Just daydream,

letting your mind fill your home with the people andmemories, activities and hobbies,

furnishings and art, and textures and colors that itcraves. Whatever you see, make a quick

sketch or take a few notes.SET INTENTIONS FOR YOUR SPACENow that you’ve figured out

which areas are (and aren’t!) helping you live your bestlife, it’s time to declare some goals, or—

in wellness speak—set your intentions. This doesn’tnecessarily mean drafting a to-do list of

home-improvement projects or making resolutionsthat will help you actualize the ideal space

you just envisioned, though it can. In truth,setting your intentions can take many different forms.

For Paula Mallis, whom we profileon page 51, it meant defining possibility, making a conscious

choice to let certain energiesin and to keep others out. She then created a space that reflects

and upholds those values—from the materials she chose to the personal and professional

boundaries she identified andnow enforces. But for others, setting intention might be as simple

as saying, “This is wherethe desk goes because this view will brighten my day.” Just remain

open to feedback, fromthe universe or otherwise.In short, your home needs to fortify you in

your ambitions, providing the space youneed in order to grow, build, and learn—as well as the

ability to pass those lessonsalong. We do this by cultivating a sense of self, harnessing the

emotional power of thepossessions that inspire us and channeling our desires into the spaces

that we shape.Over the course of this chapter, we’ll look at easy and effective ways to solve

forzen-zapping problem areas (rental lighting, be gone!) and real stories from home

andbusiness owners who’ve made their intentions manifest through trial and error and—you

guessed it—meditating on their spaces.21MEDITATING ON YOUR SPACE

JENNA BARNET & STEPHEN BUTLERThe idea of being in harmony with oursurroundings

shouldn’t be reserved for spa trips orRefinednature walks—after all, the number-one space

weretreat to is home. For Barnet and Butler, who livenear the beach, a relaxed lifestyle isn’t

hard to comeby. “Venice is one of the most amazing places on theEclecticplanet. It is a

creative, surfy, and community-driven“My intention was to create a loving place for thecenter

filled with energy and ideas,” says Barnet.family,” says designer Kim Gordon about the light-

Working with designer Gordon, the couple usedfilled home she helped Jenna Barnet and

Stephenunique handmade elements for a personal touch,Butler to manifest in Venice,

California. Their spaceinjecting liveliness into the home’s many quiet corners.is a perfect

example of how to set and follow throughBarnet chose all the art herself, including someon

your best intentions. “Our home is the epicenterpieces made by her husband. “I am without a

doubtof our universe,” says Barnet. “It is the place we nevera minimalist, while Stephen prefers

layers,” she says.want to leave, and it is perfectly attuned to who we“We have a constant and



healthy tension—I want lessare as people and as a family.”and he wants more—[but] I have

learned so much

According to Barnet, it all starts withfrom Stephen’s aesthetic and artisticthe floor-to-ceiling

windows. “Theysensibilities.” Many of these piecesEver intentional, this familywere made for the

house and bringfound a place in the library, the hubchose floor-to-ceilingin so much light and

richness, givingof the home. “Stephen and I spendit an incredible artisanal quality,” shemost

evenings unwinding there,windows to foster a sensenotes. You can also see this idea atlooking

through books and talkingwork in their open kitchen, whichabout the day over a glass of

wine.”of emotional transparency.is wrapped with glass shelves thatFor creative types likeallow

for free exchange betweenBarnet and Butler, the notion ofthose cooking and those enjoying

the main living area.transparency—in both the physical and the emotional senses—isThese

elements have a sense of light and reflection,the key to a happy home. Their space reflects an

intentionalBarnet adds, “characteristics that add to the openness of theopenness and stripped-

down approach that helps showcase theenvironment.” The final result is a sort of lived-in

museum,curios that the family has carefully collected as well as the lifebeautifully curated yet

warm and real.that they lead there.

25MEDITATING ON YOUR SPACE

PREVIOUS SPREAD /and—of course—the glass shelving that amplifies theSTAYING

GROUNDEDnatural light in the space. Spaced as if on display inThe raw-oak floors are some

of Barnet’s favoritea museum, the vases appear to float.features. She says they give uniformity

to the house.Barnet bought the velvet sectional on eBay and theABOVE, LEFT / COLOR WITH

INTENTIONcoral side chairs from HD Buttercup. “This house wasThroughout the home, blue

tones add a calm anda dream to furnish—it holds things so well,” Barnetserene vibe and a

sense of collected cool, while popssays. “We wanted our furniture to feel unique, butof bright

yellow lend liveliness.also reflect a refined but utilitarian sensibility.”ABOVE, RIGHT / MINDING

THE DETAILSOPPOSITE / EMBEDDING SURPRISESBarnet and Butler’s impressive library is

pepperedThe kitchen surprises with colorful tile bedeckingwith art pieces. The sculpture resting

on the ladderwas made by Barnet himself.the floor, a chandelier towering above the stove,

ABOVE / A LANDING PAD WORTHOPPOSITE / SOAKING IT ALL INLINGERING ONIf any

room in the house should be configured formeditative moments, it’s the master bath—

andTouches of personality can be seen throughout thethis light-flooded and pared-back oasis

definitelyhome—like the stylish seating area on the landingfits the bill. The bathroom has the

only shieldedand the pictures casually but deliberately leanedwindows in the house. Barnet

notes that Stephen isagainst the wall. (This is a great way to keep afrom Dutch ancestry, a

culture in which “Everythinggallery of rotating artwork, and photos on the floorinside is

considered outside and vice versa.”and along the window also lead the eye all overthe room,

too, creating visual interest.)It’s crucial that every home haveits zen den—a space where

youcan get away from it all andreconnect with what matters.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “An interior design staple. I know the team that put together The Lonny

Home and it’s a beautiful book. As you flip through, you can tell the authors put their hearts and

souls into it. Design can be daunting no matter who you are - this is the rare book that puts

things in perspective and coaches you through the madness so you can find your interior

design bliss.”

Shelby, “Beautiful Book!. This is an absolutely gorgeous coffee table book that is not only great

on a table or on your shelf, but is filled with so many beautiful homes and inspiration for

bringing together your space. Makes a great gift!!”

Chris Erickson, “Love it!. I bought this book because I love Lonny and it did not disappoint! The

photos are absolutely gorgeous, and the homeowners who are profiled are so unique and

interesting. I also like it that has tips that are actually useful. Great coffee table book all around!”

Ria Singh, “Amazing. I had to have this when I found out that its by Lonny Mag which BTW was

almost a by-product of Domino Magazine and I was not disappointedVery well curated and a

wonderful glimpse into how people live a relaxed but yet a lux life. Also the book is very well

formatted in its layouts and all the pictures are bright and clear.I enjoy reading and looking at

this again and again, highly recommend.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 23 people have provided feedback.
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